
Year 9

English

Pupils will begin with a unit entitled Diversity Across Time.   They will study:

• Of Mice and Men

• Non-fiction articles about discrimination

• Poetry 

In the second half of the autumn term pupils will produce narrative writing 

and study effective ways of writing engaging narratives. They will use 

different sentence forms, well crafted creative techniques,  expressive 

vocabulary choices and cohesive narrative structuring. 

Mathematics

Quadratics, focusing on

Expanding double brackets and factorising

Solving quadratic equations

Plotting non-linear graphs

Sequences, including quadratic sequences

Indicies and proportion, focusing on

Indices

Standard form

Ratio and proportion

Science

Biology

Chemistry

Physics

History

Geography

Pupils begun the autumn term with a unit entitled: Development - Why are 

some places more developed than others?  They will explore the definition 

and distribution of wealth, measuring development, change over time, poverty, 

gender equality, sustainable development goals, and how different societies 

are addressing inequality.

Pupils finish the autumn term with the Going Global unit in which they will 

study the UK’s Place in the Wider World, BREXIT, Globalisation, Loss of 

Culture, and Clone Towns.

Spanish

Holidays is our topic for the summer term.  Pupils will learn vocabulary and 

explore language needed to speak, write, listen, and read about: 

Transport

Countries

Holiday

Accomodation and facilities

Holiday plans

Grammatical and linguistic focus.  In exploring this topic, pupils will learn 

the following key knowledge:

Present tense regulars

Present tense of 'soler'                                                                                     Present 

tense of 'ir'

Preterite tense regulars

Preterite tense irregulars - ser, tener, ir, hacer

Near future tense

Conditional tense

French

TV, Cinema, and Technology is our topic for the first term.  Pupils will learn 

vocabulary and explore language needed to speak, write, listen, and read 

about: 

Favourite and least favourite public figures

TV programmes

Digital technology

Films

Reading

Shopping 

Grammatical and linguistic focus.  In exploring this topic, pupils will learn 

the following key knowledge:

Adjectival agreement (singular / plural)

Forming questions independently using 'tu'

Revising near future tense

Additional negative forms ('ne... jamais', 'ne... rien')

Revision of perfect tense regular verbs and introduction of perfect tense 

irregular verbs.

Religious Studies

Building Bridges : This topic looks at what the future of religion is, looking at 

what do religious texts say about how to live a good life, what is meant by 

equality, and what is meant by interfaith. 

Electricity.  In this module, the following key topics will be explored: static electricity, investigating batteries, series and parallel circuits, current and voltage 

in circuits, resistance, electrical energy, and energy changes.

The Year 9 Autumn term addresses the following key questions in History:

Why did the world go to war in 1914?

What was it like to fight on the Western Front?

Does General Haigh deserved to be remembered as "The Butcher of The Somme?"

To what extent is the view that the British army were "lions led by donkeys" true?

Did the USA win World War One?

Autumn term - Curriculum Overview
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All pupils begin Year 9 with a short project on investigation skills to build on and expand key themes from Year 8.   Pupils then work through the different  areas 

of Science - biology, physics, and chemistry - on rotation to help us share specialist equipment.  However they follow the same sequence for each aspect of 

Science and so their first units this year will focus on the following:

Photosynthesis and respiration.  This unit will focus on: respiration, aerobic respiration, anaerobic respiration, photosynthesis, leaf structure, health and 

plants, and transpiration.

Trends in the periodic table.  This will introduce key knowledge areas that include: atoms, elements, and compounds; chemical and physical changes; 

reactions of metals and water; reaction of metal oxides; acid rain; and the extraction of metals.



Design Technology

Design Technology enrichment - robotics This topic will run through the academic year as pupils experience their 

enrichment lessons as part of our subject rotations on Tuesday mornings.

Computer Science

Computer Science enrichment - de-coding HTML and building websites. This topic will run through the academic year as pupils experience their 

enrichment lessons as part of our subject rotations on Tuesday mornings.

Art
Art enrichment - Japanese Art and Design. This topic will run through the academic year as pupils experience their 

enrichment lessons as part of our subject rotations on Tuesday mornings.

Physical Education

Music

Music Enrichment - 'Musical Futures': performing in a class band using 

Ukulele skills from Year 7 and 8.

This topic will run through the academic year as pupils experience their 

enrichment lessons as part of our subject rotations on Tuesday mornings.

Product Design

Business

Food Technology

Computer Science

ICT

Understand the tools and techniques that can be used to initiate and 

plan solutions.  Key knowledge to include:

The phases of the project life cycle and the tasks carried out in each phase

The interaction and iteration between the phases of the project life cycle

The inputs and outputs of each phase

Initial project considerations

Planning tools and the software types used to develop project plans

Initiate and plan a solution to meet an identified need.  Key knowledge 

to include:

How to initiate a project by analysing the requirements in a given context

How to mitigate risks through the planning process

How to create and use planning documentation

How to undertake iterative testing

Macronutrients – This units relates to the topic of food and nutrition. It begins with a brief overview of the macro and micronutrients, with its main focus 

on proteins. The functions and uses of protein in the body are explored, as well as protein-rich foods and the dietary reference values (DRVs) for protein 

for different groups.

Learning objectives:

• Explain the functions of protein in the body.

• Describe the terms low and high biological value proteins and protein complementation.

• Identify the main food sources of protein and protein alternatives.

• Recall the main DRVs for protein.

In Year 9 pupils will also begin the study of their two subject choices from the performance and technical disciplines.  This provides a transition to 

the demands of Upper School study as well as providing a broad and balanced curriculum as they move into Year 10 and 11.
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1.2. Memory and storage: Primary Storage, ram, rom, virtual memory, Secondary Storage: optical, magnetic, solid state, storage devices. 1.2 Data 

Storage: Binary Conversion, Hex Conversion, Binary Addition, Images, Sound, Characters and character sets. Full details of each module can be 

found at: https://woldslearningpartnership.sharepoint.com/sites/WLG_Subjects_CS/SitePages/Computer-Science-KS3-Lessons.aspx

Electronics: the MP3 Mono Amplifier.  Pupils develop their understanding of electronics and electronic circuits to produce an Mp3 Mono Amplifier. After 

understanding resistance, capacitance and integrated circuits, a fully functioning PCB is prepared, developing soldering skills taught in Year 7. The case for the 

amplifier is then designed and manufactured based around the Bauhaus Art Movement.

Pupils will study unit 1 Business in the real world.  Key knowledge to include: the purpose and nature of business; business ownership; aims and objectives 



Art

Drama

Our first half term focuses on the following key knowledge: still image, loop 

dialogue, mime and movement, comic movement, and mask work .

In the second half term we introduce one of our key studies texts - Russell's 

Blood Brothers.  Pupils begin to study and work through the text as a class.

Media Studies

An introduction to theoretical frameworks is the lead unit and this will 

introduce the concepts of language, representation, audience, and industry .

Pupils will then move on to study media forms that include moving image 

texts, film advertising, and television dram a.

Physical Education

Sports Studies - 

Applied

Music
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Workshops on natural forms: 

Exploring photography as a method of recording natural forms (Blossfeldt)

Mastering a variety of drawing materials, techniques and processes looking at B/W and tone 

Exploring photography as a method of recording natural forms (Blincoe).

Mastering a variety of drawing materials, techniques and processes looking at colour and tone.

Development work 1. Mastering several printing techniques such as mono, press, emulsion and screen.

Development work 2. Mastering several texture and 3D techniques such as card relief and clay modelling.

A thematic unit on Samba will provide an introduction to the theory and listening elements of the Music GCSE.

This term pupils will study toward key exam topic areas such as: 

Bones; Function of the Skeleton; Synovial Joints; Mental Preparation; Goal Setting; Health Fitness and Wellbeing; Components of Fitness; Optimising Training; 

Player Violence; Commercialisation in Sport; Antagonistic Muscle Pairs; Muscles.

This term focuses on the following topic areas of the Applied qualification: 

R187 Topic Area 1: The Provision for Different Types of Outdoor and Adventurous Activities - Theory/Research;  R185 Topic 1 - Key Components of Performance - 

ATHLETICS;  R185 Topic Area 2: Apply Practice Methods to Support Improvement; yR187 Topic Area 2: Understand the Equipment, Clothing and Safety Aspects 

involved with Outdoor and Adventurous Activities; Topic Area 3: Plan and Demonstrate Knowledge and Skills during an Outdoor and Adventurous Activitiy.


